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I N  TH IS  ED IT ION
Hey everyone! I hope everyone is doing well! 

We are now in the final stretch of this semester! It is
crazy how time has just flown by!

Remember to take care of yourself in this busy time!
It is easy to feel overwhelmed with all of these
upcoming due dates but rest is necessary!

If there is anything you would like to see in the
remainder of these newsletters, feel free to reach
out to me at coachscorner@pheksa.queensu.ca

Wishing everyone the best of luck through exam
season and the rest of the semester! See you next
year!
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HLTH 101HLTH 101
Create flash cards for

all of the definitions as

most of the multiple

choice questions will

be based on these. 

For the long answer

questions, practice

designing studies and

make sure to

incorporate each

element talked about

in lecture. 

Look no further!

Tips for exam seasonTips for exam season

ANAT 315ANAT 315

KNPE 153KNPE 153

PSYC 100PSYC 100 KNPE 251KNPE 251

KNPE 225KNPE 225 KNPE 265KNPE 265

In the bellringer, start each station with a fresh start.

There is no point in stressing over the last station. 

Practice makes perfect!

Do as many practice

problems as you can in

order to really cement the

step-by-step on how you

got your answer!

Also, show ALL of your

work!! You could get

marks for anything!

Rewatch all of the online

lecture videos that he posts

just to retrieve memory!

Also, making a study

group and go over all the

confusing concepts on

whiteboards is very helpful!

Stay on top of the required

readings! They include

really valuable information

that could be asked on the

final exam!

When solving any question,

take what is given and up

work from there. Flow each

step carefully. Only focus

on the section of the

diagram that is mentioned

in the question. 

Studying the material and

using the class practice

questions help you prepare

for the multiple choice and

short answer. The long

answer questions can help

with eliminating multiple

choice options. Start early to

gain confidence in the

material.

Bellringer: 

I found using Anki or Quizlet extremely helpful. Also,

colouring in the labels and practicing recalling from

memory!

Written Exam: 

Create a table on all of the different muscles and have

columns for their innervations, 
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GET TO KNOW ECKO!

Michael Blackwell Emily Taylor Emilio Agostinelli Stull

Hey Queen’s Kin, my name is Michael, I’m from
Toronto and I am the incoming head coach for O-

Week 2024. O-Week is hands down one of my
favourite memories of Kin so far as I really got to
know my year super well right from the start. O-
Week set me up for the best transition to a new

city and completely new setting with new people.
One fun fact about me is I have known Geoff the
finance head since we were in pre-school. If you
see myself or any other ECKO member around

campus please come say hi!

My name is Emily Taylor and I am from
Peterborough, Ontario. I am your Outreach

Coordinator for Queen’s Kinesiology
Orientation Week 2024! I am super excited for
the Class of 2028 to experience such a special
week. My favourite part of O-Week would have

to be the Flags Tournament, it is such an
amazing Kin tradition! A fun fact about me is
that I was a competitive gymnast for 7 years. I

can’t wait to meet everyone in September!

Hi everyone! My name is Emilio, I’m from
Victoria BC, and I have the absolute
privilege to be next years Logistical

Events Coordinator for ECKO! A fun and
random fact about me is that I’m a

varsity level swimmer. One thing I love
most about O-Week is how it brings

everybody together, and I am so excited
to be welcoming next year’s incoming
students into the Kinesiology family! 

Charlotte Crawford Geoffrey Wong Ella Weir

Helllooo Kin! My name is Charlotte and I’m
from Toronto, ON and I am this years EDI+I

logistics coordinator. I love the O-week
energy and the atmosphere created by the

people that make Kin O-Week the best
experience ever!! One fun fact about me is

that I have 5 alpacas. See you around
campus !

What’s up Kin. My name is Geoff, I’m from
Toronto, and I am the finance representative
for ECKO this year. I love O-Week because
made all of my best friends during O-week,

and Kin camp is my #1 Queen’s experience so
far (roll flags). Kin O-Week was my perfect
introduction to the Kin community and I’m

proud to continue to be a part of it. A fun fact
about me is that I spend the entirety of 4
months in the woods at summer camp.

Hey Kin, my name is Ella Weir and I am
from Toronto, Ontario. I am the Academics
Representative on ECKO! O-Week allowed

me to experience so many fun activities,
meet amazing people and create

memories that will last a lifetime. A fun
fact about me is I love going to concerts!

Can’t wait to get started planning with the
team for an amazing O-Week for the class

of 2028!

WHAT DOES IT STAND FOR ANYWAY?



Pie in the face
With HLTH DSC
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Dodgeballmovember
November 24th, 2023

Tournament
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Coach’s Corner
November Tunes

0:10 2:23

Need new tunes?

The November playlist is here!
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The PHEKSA president’s face is hidden
somewhere in this edition...

Comment on our instagram post what page
number you find him on and tag two friends to

get entered to win 1 of 2
 $10 gift cards to Starbucks!
Just in time for exam season!

(hint: its not on this page)

FIND VARUN!
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Hey Kin,

how excited are you?


